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Abstract	As	inhibitors	of	ぬ┽hydroxy┽ぬ┽methylglutaryl┽CoA	reductase┸	statins	are	an	important	first┽line	 treatment	 for	 hypercholesterolemia┻	 (owever┸	 a	 recognized	 side┽effect	 of	 statin	therapy	is	myopathy┸	which	in	severe	cases	can	present	as	potentially	fatal	rhabdomyolysis┻	This	represents	an	important	impediment	to	successful	statin	therapy┸	and	despite	decades	of	research	the	molecular	mechanisms	underlying	this	side┽effect	remain	unclear┻	Current	evidence	supports	a	role	for	reduced	levels	of	mevalonate	pathway	intermediates┸	with	the	most	 accepted	 hypothesis	 being	 a	 reduction	 in	 isoprenoids	 formation┸	 leading	 to	 faulty	post┽translational	modifications	of	membrane┽associated	proteins┻	We	have	undertaken	a	comprehensive	 analysis	 of	 the	 impact	 of	 nine	 statins	 on	 two	 human	 cell	 lines┹	 (uhば	hepatoma	 and	 RD	 rhabdomyosarcoma┻	 )n	 both	 cell	 lines┸	 concentration┽dependent	inhibition	 of	 prenylation	 is	 observed	 for	 cerivastatin	 and	 simvastatin┸	 which	 could	 be	rescued	with	 the	 pathway	 intermediate	mevalonate┹	 in	 general┸	 muscle	 cells	 were	more	sensitive	 to	 this	 effect┸	 as	 measured	 by	 the	 levels	 of	 unprenylated	 RapなA┸	 a	 marker	 for	prenylation	 by	 geranylgeranyl	 transferase	 )┻	 Concentration┽dependent	 toxicity	 was	observed	in	both	cell	lines┸	with	muscle	cells	again	being	more	sensitive┻	)mportantly┸	there	was	no	correlation	between	inhibition	of	prenylation	and	cell	toxicity┸	suggesting	they	are	not	 causally	 linked┻	 The	 lack	 of	 a	 causal	 relationship	 was	 confirmed	 by	 the	 absence	 of	cytotoxicity	 in	 all	 cell	 lines	 following	 exposure	 to	 specific	 inhibitors	 of	 geranylgeranyl	transferase	)	and	))┸	and	farnesyl	transferase┻	As	such┸	we	provide	strong	evidence	against	the	 commonly	 accepted	 hypothesis	 linking	 inhibition	 of	 prenylation	 and	 statin┽mediated	toxicity┸	with	the	two	processes	likely	to	be	simultaneous	but	independent┻	 	
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1. Introduction	Statins	 remain	 a	 front	 line	 treatment	 for	 the	 prevention	 of	 cardiovascular	 disease┻	 As	inhibitors	 of	 ぬ┽hydroxy┽ぬ┽methylglutaryl┽CoA	 reductase	 ゅ(MGCRょ┸	 the	 rate	 limiting	enzyme	 of	 cholesterol	 synthesis┸	 they	 significantly	 reduce	 cholesterol	 production	 in	 the	liver┸	and	circulating	cholesterol	levels	ゅGoldstein	and	Brown	なひひど┹	)stvan	and	Deisenhofer	にどどなょ┻	 (owever┸	 significant	 adverse┽effects	 associated	 with	 statin	 usage	 either	 limit	 or	preclude	 their	 utility	 in	 some	 individuals┻	 The	major	 statin┽mediated	 adverse	 effects	 are	myopathies┸	 muscle	 related	 side┽effects	 that	 can	 range	 from	 mild	 ゅmuscle	 aches	 and	crampsょ	 to	 severe	 ゅrhabdomyolysisょ┻	 While	 in	 some	 patients	 these	 myopathies	 are	tolerable┸	 in	many	cases	they	necessitate	the	withdrawal	of	 treatment┸	and	 in	some	cases	rhabdomyolysis	can	be	fatal	ゅArora	et	al┻	にどどは┹	Graham	et	al┻	にどどねょ┻		Cholesterol	 biosynthesis	 is	 one	 endpoint	 within	 the	 mevalonate	 pathway┸	 which	 is	responsible	for	the	production	of	a	number	of	biologically┽important	molecules┸	 including	cholesterol┸	ubiquinone┸	phosphodolichol	and	the	isoprenoids	farnesyl	and	geranylgeranyl	pyrophosphate	 ゅFPP	 and	GGPP┹	 Fig┻	 なょ┻	 As	(MGCR	 sits	within	 the	 shared	 portion	 of	 this	pathway┸	its	inhibition	by	statins	potentially	impacts	upon	all	these	biosynthetic	endpoints	ゅTakemoto	and	Liao	にどどなょ┻	The	mechanism	that	underlies	 statin	 toxicity	 is	not	 fully	understood┸	but	 is	 likely	 to	be	a	direct	 consequence	 of	 the	 inhibition	 of	 the	mevalonate	 pathway┸	 rather	 than	 an	 indirect	transcription┽mediated	 effect	 ゅ(owe	 et	 al┻	 にどななょ┸	 since	 mevalonate	 supplementation	prevents	 toxicity	 both	 in	 vitro	 ゅJohnson	 et	 al┻	 にどどねょ	 and	 in	 vivo	 ゅWestwood	 et	 al┻	 にどどぱょ┻	Depletion	 of	 cholesterol	 is	 not	 thought	 to	 be	 a	 primary	 cause	 of	 myopathy	 as	 squalene	synthase	inhibitors┸	which	block	the	first	step	in	the	cholesterol	branch	of	the	mevalonate	
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2. Materials	and	Methods	に┻な┻ Materials	‒	Statins	were	obtained	from	the	following	sources┺	simvastatin	ゅlactoneょ┸	lovastatin┸	 and	 fluvastatin	 from	 Calbiochem	 ゅMerck	 KGaA┸	 Darmstadt┸	 Germanyょ┹	atorvastatin	 and	 rosuvastatin	 from	Molekula	 ゅDorset┸	 UKょ┹	 and	 cerivastatin┸	 simvastatin	ゅsodium	saltょ	and	pravastatin	from	Sequoia	Research	Products	Limited	ゅPangbourne┸	UKょ┻	Mevalonate	 ゅlithium	 saltょ┸	 and	 the	 prenyltransferase	 inhibitors	 GGT)┽になぬぬ┸	 FT┽にばば	 and	perillyl	alcohol	were	purchased	from	SigmaAldrich	ゅDorset┸	UKょ┻	Primary	 antibodies	were	purchased	 from	Santa	Cruz	Biotechnology	 ゅTX┸	USAょ	 for	RapなA	ゅCなばょ┸	 Rapな	 ゅ)になょ┸	 (MGCR	 ゅ(┽ぬどどょ┸	 GGTase┽)	 ゅXX┽なにょ┸	 GGTase┽))	 ゅなば┽Qょ┸	 FTase	 ゅ(┽ぬどどょ┸	from	 the	 Developmental	 Studies	 (ybridoma	 Bank	 ゅ)A┸	 USAょ	 for	 MyoG	 ゅclone	 FのDょ	 and	MY(ぬ	 ゅFな┽はのにょ	 or	 from	 SigmaAldrich	 for	 が┽actin	 ゅAのねねなょ┻	 Appropriate	 secondary	antibodies	were	purchased	from	Santa	Cruz	Biotechnology┻	に┻に┻ Cell	culture		The	human	hepatoma	cell	 line	(uhば	ゅNakabayashi	et	al┻	なひぱにょ	was	a	kind	 gift	 from	 Steve	 (ood	 ゅGlaxoSmithKline┸	 Ware┸	 UKょ	 whereas	 the	 human	rhabdomyeloma	cells	RD	ゅMcAllister	et	al┻	なひはひょ	were	purchased	from	the	American	Tissue	Culture	 Collection	 ゅCCL┽なぬはょ┻	 Both	 were	 cultured	 in	 Dulbecco╆s	 Modified	 Eagle	 Medium	with	に	mM	L┽glutamine┸	ね┻の	g【L	glucose┸	などど	units【mL	each	penicillin	and	streptomycin┸	and	 などガ	 foetal	 bovine	 serum	 ゅFBSょ┸	 at	 ぬば┦C	 and	 のガ	 COに┻	 RD	 cell	 differentiation	 was	initiated	by	switching	to	medium	containing	なガ	FBS	and	culturing	for	の	days┻		Cells	were	seeded	into	appropriate	vessels	にね	h	ゅ(uhば	and	undifferentiated	RD	cells	ゅRD┽Uょょ	or	の	days	ゅdifferentiated	RD	cells┸	RD┽Dょ	prior	to	treating	with	statins	or	inhibitor	for	ねぱ	 h	 or	 ばに	 h┹	 treatment	was	 carried	 out	 in	 serum┽free	medium	 and	 appropriate	 vehicle	
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controls	 ゅserum┽free	medium	or	ど┻なガ	dimethylsulfoxide	 ゅDMSOょ	 in	 serum┽free	mediumょ	were	included	for	each	treatment┻	Cell	viability	was	assessed	by	the	ぬ┽ゅね┸の┽dimethylthiazol┽に┽ylょに┸の┽diphenyl	 tetrazolium	 bromide	 ゅMTTょ	 assay┺	 treated	 cells	 and	 controls	 were	incubated	 with	 ど┻の	 mg【mL	 MTT	 for	 にオ	 h	 and	 the	 resultant	 formazan	 salt	 dissolved	 in	DMSO	and	 its	absorbance	measured	at	のねど	nm┻	Results	are	expressed	as	a	percentage	of	vehicle	control┹	each	data	point	represents	 the	mean	of	a	minimum	of	 three	independent	experiments	of	は	wells	per	experiment┸	with	error	bars	representing	the	standard	error	of	the	mean	 ゅSEMょ┻	 Curves	were	 plotted	 by	 non┽linear	 regression	 and	 compared	 through	 a	two┽way	 ANOVA	 with	 Tukey╆s	 multiple	 comparison	 test┸	 using	 GraphPad	 Prism	 ゅvは┸	GraphPad	Software	)nc┻┸	La	Jolla┸	USAょ┻	
Protein	analysis		Total	 protein	was	 extracted	 from	 treated	 and	 control	 cells	 using	R)PA	buffer	ゅphosphate	buffered	saline	plus	なガ	nonidet	Pねど┸	ど┻のガ	sodium	deoxycholate┸	ど┻なガ	sodium	dodecyl	sulphate┸	with	complete	protease	inhibitor	cocktail	ゅEDTA┽free┹	Rocheょ	as	previously	described	ゅPlant	et	al┻	にどどひょ	and	the	concentration	measured	by	Lowry	assay	ゅLowry	 et	 al┻	 なひのなょ┻	 Proteins	were	 separated	by	 SDS┽PAGE	 ゅなの	づg	 per	wellょ	 and	blotted	onto	PVDF	membrane	before	 immunodetection	using	primary	antibodies	raised	against	a	variety	of	proteins┹	details	of	antibody	concentrations	are	given	in	Supplementary	Table	な┻	Secondary	antibodies	were	 linked	 to	horseradish	peroxidise	and	detection	was	using	 the	Enhanced	 Chemiluminescence	 ゅECLょ	 Plus	 reagent	 ゅGE	(ealthcare┸	 Bucks┸	 UKょ┻	 Computer	based	 densitometry	 of	 gels	 was	 undertaken	 using	 a	 GeneGenius	 Bioimaging	 System	ゅSyngene┸	 Frederick┸	 MDょ┻	 All	 experiments	 were	 repeated	 on	 at	 least	 three	 independent	occasions┸	 and	 densitometric	 readings	 normalised	 against	 が‒actin┻	 Statistical	 significance	
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was	 examined	 through	 a	 two┽way	 ANOVA	with	 Tukey╆s	multiple	 comparison	 test┸	 using	GraphPad	Prism	ゅvは┸	GraphPad	Software	)nc┻┸	La	Jolla┸	USAょ┻	に┻ぬ┻ 		




Following	 initial	 characterisation	of	 the	model	 cell	 lines┸	 a	 comprehensive	 comparison	of	statin	toxicity	was	undertaken	ゅFig┻	ぬょ┻	All	statins	elicited	concentration┽dependent	toxicity	in	each	cell	 line┸	although	 in	some	cases	 ゅe.g.	pravastatinょ	 the	concentrations	required	 to	elicit	 statistically	 significant	 toxicity	 in	 any	 cell	 line	 were	 very	 high	 ゅmMょ┻	 RD	 cells	ゅundifferentiated	 or	 differentiatedょ	 were┸	 generally┸	 more	 sensitive	 to	 statin┽mediated	toxicity	than	(uhば┺	A	two┽way	ANOVA	determined	that	RD┽U	cells	were	significantly	more	sensitive	than	(uhば	cells	to	the	toxic	effects	of	cerivastatin┸	simvastatin	ゅlactone	and	acidょ	and	 fluvastatin	 ゅpジど┻どどな	 in	 all	 casesょ┸	 atorvastatin	 ゅpジど┻どなょ┸	 and	 lovastatin	 ゅacidょ	 and	pravastatin	 ゅpジど┻どのょ┻	 RD┽D	 cells	 were	 significantly	 more	 sensitive	 to	 simvastatin	 ゅacid┹	pジど┻どどなょ┸	cerivastatin┸	atorvastatin	and	rosuvastatin	ゅall	Pジど┻どなょ┻	)n	general┸	there	was	no	significant	 difference	 in	 sensitivity	 of	 RD┽U	 and	 RD┽D	 cells┸	 with	 the	 exceptions	 of	cerivastatin	 ゅpジど┻どなょ	 and	 the	 lactone	 form	 of	 simvastatin	 ゅpジど┻どのょ┹	 in	 both	 cases	differentiation	reduced	statin	sensitivity┻	)Cのど	values	for	each	cell	line	were	derived	for	all	statins	where	limiting	solubility	was	not	a	confounding	factor┻	For	cerivastatin┸	)Cのど	values	for	(uhば┸	RD┽U	and	RD┽D	were	スなどどヅM┸	に┻な	グ	ど┻のヅM	and	ね┻ね	グ	な┻ひヅM┸	respectively┹	for	simvastatin	ゅacid	formょ	スなどど	ヅM┸	に┻ね	グ	ど┻ねヅM	and	ど┻ぬ	グ	ど┻にヅM┸	respectively┹	and	for	fluvastatin	ぱ┻の	グ	の┻のヅM┸	は┻ど	グ	な┻ぱヅM	and	に┻は	グ	に┻はヅM┸	respectively┻		
3.3. Lack	of	correlation	between	statin┽dependent	inhibition	of	prenylation	and	cell	toxicity.	Three	statins	were	chosen	for	further	analysis┺	Cerivastatin	was	the	first	statin	withdrawn	from	 the	market	 for	unacceptable	 toxicity	 and	 caused	 significant	 toxicity	 in	 all	 cell	 lines┹	simvastatin	ゅacid	formょ	represents	the	most	commonly	prescribed	statin┸	and	also	caused	toxicity	in	all	three	cell	lines┹	pravastatin	was	significantly	better	tolerated	by	all	three	cell	
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lines┸	with	toxicity	not	evident	until	millimolar	concentrations	were	used┻	To	examine	the	potential	 role	 of	 GGTase┽)┽mediated	 prenylation	 in	 statin┽mediated	 toxicity	 we	 used	geranylgeranylation	 of	 RapなA	 as	 a	 marker	 for	 this	 enzyme	 activity┻	 Under	 normal	conditions	 almost	 all	 RapなA	 protein	 is	 prenylated	 in	 all	 model	 cells	 lines┸	 with	 no	unprenylated	 RapなA	 detectable	 ゅFig┻	 ねょ┻	 Exposure	 of	 all	 three	 cell	 lines	 for	 ねぱ	 hours	 to	cerivastatin	 ゅなづMょ	 or	 simvastatin	 ゅなどづMょ	 reduced	 the	 level	 of	 RapなA	 prenylation	significantly┸	 causing	an	average	ば┽fold	 increase	 in	 the	 ratio	of	unprenylated┺total	RAPなA	ratio┻	This	phenotype	was	rescued	by	supplementation	with	などどヅM	mevalonate┸	indicating	it	was	 specifically	due	 to	(MGCR	 inhibition┻	By	 contrast┸	 exposure	of	 cells	 to	pravastatin	ゅなどづMょ	for	ねぱ	hours	had	no	appreciable	impact	on	prenylation	of	RapなA┸	in	any	of	the	cells	lines	examined┻		)nhibition	 of	 GGT┽)┽mediated	 prenylation	 by	 statins	 was	 concentration	 dependent	 in	 all	three	 model	 cells	 ゅFig┻	 のょ┻	 Both	 RD┽U	 and	 RD┽D	 cell	 lines	 showed	 greater	 sensitivity	 to	statin┽mediated	inhibition	of	RapなA	prenylation	than	(uhば	cells┸	with	a	significant	increase	in	 the	 unprenylated┺total	 RAPなA	 ratio	 detectable	 at	 ど┻ぬづM	 	 ゅcerivastatinょ	 and	 ぬづM	ゅsimvastatinょ	but	at	なづM		ゅcerivastatinょ	and	などづM	ゅsimvastatin┸	acid	formょ	in	muscle	and	liver	 cell	 lines┸	 respectively┻	 This	 is	 consistent	 with	 our	 MTT	 data	 where	 RD	 cells	 were	significantly	more	sensitive	to	statin┽induced	cytotoxicity	than	(uhば	cells┻	(owever┸	in	all	three	 cell	 types	 unprenylated	 RapなA	 was	 detected	 at	 approximately	 など┽fold	 lower	concentrations	 of	 cerivastatin	 than	 simvastatin┹	 this	 is	 at	 variance	 with	 our	 MTT	 data┸	where	)Cのどs	were	either	similar	for	the	two	statins	ゅRD┽Uょ┸	or	lower	for	simvastatin	ゅacid	formょ	 than	 cerivastatin	 ゅRD┽Dょ┻	 	 Thus┸	 whereas	 both	 statins	 caused	 a	 reduction	 in	 cell	
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┻	)n	order	to	understand	both	the	mechanisms	of	statin	toxicity	and	the	differences	between	skeletal	muscle	 and	 liver	 as	 sites	 of	 toxicity	 and	 therapy	 respectively┸	we	 have	 used	 cell	lines	that	represent	the	target	tissues	for	therapeutic	and	adverse	effects┻	(uhば	cells	are	a	hepatoma	cell	line	commonly	used	for	in	vitro	assessment	of	toxicity	and	its	aetiology	ゅAl┽Salman	and	Plant	にどなに┹	Elphick	et	al┻	にどなに┹	Kolodkin	et	al┻	にどなぬ┹	Kolodkin	et	al┻	にどなど┹	Lin	et	 al┻	 にどなにょ┻	 RD	 cells	 were	 derived	 from	 a	 human	 rhabdomyosarcoma	 and	 represent	 a	mixture	of	spindle	cells	and	larger	multinucleated	cells┹	these	cells	can	also	be	induced	to	differentiate	into	myotube┽like	structures	by	exposure	to	low	serum	levels	ゅKnudsen	et	al┻	なひひぱ┹	Rossi	et	al┻	にどなどょ┻	All	 three	cell	phenotypes	ゅ(uhば┸	RD┽U	and	RD┽Dょ	expressed	the	target	protein	 for	 statins┸	(MGCR┸	with	 levels	highest	 in	 liver	 cells┻	 )nterestingly┸	(MGCR	levels	decrease	during	RD	cell	differentiation┸	while	muscle┽specific	markers	increase┹	this	may	reflect	the	lower	requirements	for	synthesis	of	new	membranes	and	generally	lower	metabolic	status	of	differentiated	muscle	cells┸	which	although	not	entirely	quiescent┸	have	much	lower	rates	of	cell	division	than	in	their	undifferentiated	state┻	As	such┸	(uhば	and	RD	cells	represent	good	model	cell	lines	for	examining	the	effect	of	statins	on	liver	and	muscle┸	respectively┻		Since	 one	 of	 the	 principle	 branches	 of	 the	 mevalonate	 pathway	 is	 that	 of	 protein	prenylation┸	 and	 there	has	been	much	 interest	 in	 this	 as	a	possible	mechanism	 in	 statin┽mediated	 toxicity┻	 We	 examined	 the	 levels	 of	 prenyltransferases	 in	 (uhば	 and	 RD	 cells┸	finding	all	three	prenyltransferases	present	at	equivalent	 levels	in	each	cell	 line┻	We	have	used	RapなA┸	a	member	of	the	Ras┽related	family	of	G┽proteins	that	requires	prenylation	for	correct	membrane	insertion┸	as	a	marker	of	GGTas┽)	activity	ゅQian	et	al┻	なひひぱ┹	Wasko	et	al┻	
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にどななょ┻	 Under	 normal	 culture	 conditions┸	 RAPなA	 is	 fully	 prenylated	 in	 all	 cell	 models┸	despite	 the	 significantly	 lower	 level	 of	(MGCR	present	 in	 RD	 cells┻	 This	 suggests	 that	 in	these	 cell	 lines┸	 the	 ability	 to	 process	 prenylated	 proteins	 is	 not	 limited	 by	 rate	 of	production	of	isoprenoids┸	or	the	level	of	the	catalysing	prenyltransferase┻	Reported	 serum	 concentrations	 of	 statins	 during	 standard	 therapy	 are	 reported	 to	 be	between	に┽なのnM┸	with	Cmax	concentrations	of	 	ぱ┽ねどnM	ゅBjorkhem┽Bergman	et	al┻	にどななょ┻	The	 concentrations	 used	 within	 the	 current	 study	 therefore	 include	 clinically┽relevant	concentrations┸	 although	 it	 should	 be	 noted	 that	 the	 exact	 relationship	 between	 serum	concentration	 and	 liver【muscle	 concentration	 is	 unclear┻	 All	 nine	 of	 the	 statins	 tested	showed	some	degree	of	concentration┽dependent	toxicity┸	mainly	at	doses	that	are	close	to	that	 observed	 in	 clinical	 therapy┻	 The	 exception	 was	 pravastatin┸	 where	 toxicity	 only	occurred	 at	 doses	 in	 the	 millimolar	 range┸	 which	 is	 far	 above	 the	 expected	 therapeutic	concentration┻	The	latter	observation	is	likely	to	be	a	mixture	of	both	reduced	toxic	liability	and	 restricted	 cellular	 access┹	 pravastatin	 is	 the	 least	 lipophilic	 of	 all	 the	 statins	 and	 its	uptake	is	highly	dependent	on	the	expression	of	SLCOなBな	ゅOATPなBなょ┻	SLCOなBな	is	mainly	expressed	in	the	liver	ゅObaidat	et	al┻	にどなにょ┸	but	its	expression	in	cultured	hepatoma	cells	is	severely	limited	ゅCui	et	al┻	にどどぬ┹	Rodrigues	et	al┻	にどどひょ┻	Rosuvastatin	also	utilises	SLCOなBな	for	uptake┸	but	may	utilise	a	broader	range	of	transporters┸	which	may	explain	why	it	still	exhibits	 toxicity	 ゅObaidat	 et	 al┻	 にどなにょ┻	 Other	 statins	 varied	 in	 their	 cytotoxicity┸	 with	cerivastatin	 and	 simvastatin	 showing	 the	 greatest	 toxicity┸	 consistent	with	 the	 published	literature	 ゅJoshi	 et	 al┻	 なひひひ┹	 Serajuddin	 et	 al┻	 なひひなょ┻	 )t	 should	 be	 noted	 that	 the	 highly	lipophilic	lactone	forms	of	simvastatin	and	lovastatin	showed	similar	or	lower	toxicity	than	their	 acid	 forms┻	 This	 is	 consistent	with	 a	 requirement	 to	metabolise	 these	 lactone	 pro┽
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drugs	into	their	active	acid	form	prior	to	any	toxic	effect	being	observed┻	)n	all	cases┸	there	was	more	 toxicity	 observed	 in	 the	muscle	 than	 the	 liver	 cell	 line┹	 these	 results	 correlate	well	 with	 clinical	 data	 for	 these	 drugs	 as	 well	 as	 with	 results	 reported	 in	 the	 literature	ゅMullen	et	al┻	にどなど┹	Mullen	et	al┻	にどななょ┻	One	general	conclusion	is	that	the	statins	appear	to	be	more	toxic	to	the	muscle	cell	line	ゅespecially	once	differentiatedょ	compared	to	the	liver	cell	 line┻	 This	 might	 reflect	 a	 cell	 line┽specific	 effect	 and	 not	 be	 related	 to	 the	 tissue	 or	origin┸	with	examination	of	further	cell	lines	experiments	required	to	confirm	this	finding┻	There	are┸	however┸	two	hypotheses	by	which	muscle	cells	may	be	more	susceptible	to	the	toxic	effects	of	statins┺	First┸	the	metabolic	capacity	of	the	liver	is	superior	to	that	of	skeletal	muscle┸	and	while	hepatoma	cell	 lines	have	diminished	metabolic	capacity┸	 they	may	still	possess	 an	 enhanced	 capability	 to	 clear	 the	 statins┸	 effectively	 lowering	 the	 intracellular	concentration	ゅPlant	にどどね┸	にどどばょ┻	Second┸	due	to	the	role	of	the	liver	in	response	to	toxic	insult┸	 its	repair	systems	ゅe┻g┻	 regenerative	capacity┸	antioxidant	response	etc┻ょ	are	highly	developed┻	 )t	 is	 possible	 that	 liver	 cells	 are	 fundamentally	 more	 robust	 to	 toxicity	 than	muscle	 cells┻	 To	 our	 knowledge	 this	 is	 the	 most	 comprehensive	 comparison	 of	 statins	across	 cell	 types	 to	 date┸	 and	 as	 such	 provides	 an	 important	 resource	 for	 further	investigations	into	statin┽mediated	effects	in	muscle	and	liver┻	We	further	examined	the	effects	of	cerivastatin┸	simvastatin	and	pravastatin	on	prenylation	in	each	cell	line┻	These	statins	represent	the	archetypal	toxic	statin	ゅcerivastatinょ┸	the	most	commonly	prescribed	statin	ゅsimvastatinょ	and	the	statin	the	 lowest	 toxic	potential	 in	our	preliminary	 work	 ゅpravastatinょ┻	 The	 concentration┽dependent	 effect	 of	 cerivastatin┸	simvastatin	 ゅacid	 formょ	 and	 pravastatin	 on	 prenylation	 of	 RapなA	broadly	 reflected	 their	relative	toxicity┸	with	RD	cells	ゅboth	differentiated	and	undifferentiatedょ	approximately	ぬ┽
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など┽fold	more	sensitive	 than	(uhば	cells┻	 Such	observations	seem	to	support	 the	generally	accepted	paradigm	 that	 statin┽mediated	 toxicity	 is	prenylation┽dependent	 ゅGuijarro	et	 al┻	なひひぱ┹	Matzno	et	al┻	にどどの┹	Sakamoto	et	al┻	にどどば┹	Sakamoto	et	al┻	にどなな┹	Takemoto	and	Liao	にどどなょ┻	 (owever┸	 further	 analysis	 argues	 against	 such	 a	 conclusion┺	 First┸	 relative	sensitivities	 are	 not	 conserved	 between	 cell	 lines┸	 with	 cell	 lines	 approximately	 など┽fold	more	sensitive	to	prenylation	inhibition	by	cerivastatin	than	simvastatin┸	but	the	opposite	is	seen	with	regards	to	relative	cytotoxicity	ゅcompare	Fig┻	の	and	Fig┻	ぬょ┻	Second┸	the	specific	GGTase┽)	 inhibitor	 GGT)┽になぬぬ	 caused	 no	 toxicity	when	used	 at	 concentrations	 providing	greater	than	ひひガ	inhibition	of	GGTase┽)	in	either	the	liver	or	muscle	cell	lines┹	this	was	not	through	 a	 lack	 of	 cellular	 uptake	 or	 activity	 since	 at	 these	 concentrations	 unprenylated	RapなA	was	readily	detected	in	all	cell	types┻	These	data	do	not	preclude	the	possibility	that	toxicity	 is	 through	 disruption	 of	 FTase	 or	 GGTase┽))	 mediated	 prenylation┸	 but	 some	preliminary	comment	can	be	made┻	GGT)┽になぬぬ	inhibits	GGTase┽)	with	an	)Cのど	of	ぬぱnM┸	but	also	 FTase	 with	 a	 much	 higher	 )Cのど	 ゅ)Cのど	 はづMょ	 ゅJohnson	 et	 al┻	 にどどねょ┻	 At	 the	 highest	concentration	of	GGT)┽になぬぬ	used	ゅなどづMょ┸	ひひガ	and	はのガ	inhibition	of	GGTase┽)	and	FTase┽)	activity	would	be	achieved┸	respectively┻	Under	these	conditions┸	no	impact	on	cell	viability	was	 observed	 in	 any	 cell	 line┸	 suggesting	 that	 FTase┽mediated	 prenylation	 is	 also	 not	associated	with	 toxicity┻	This	 is	 further	supported	 through	 the	use	of	 the	FTase	 inhibitor	FT)┽にばば┸	 where	 no	 toxicity	 was	 observed	 at	 concentrations	 that	 would	 cause	 ひひガ	inhibition	of	both	GGTase┽)	and	FTase	ゅLerner	et	al┻	なひひのaょ┻	 ┻	Finally┸	a	similar	absence	of	cytotoxicity	was	observed	with	the	general	prenylation	inhibitor	perillyl	alcohol	ゅ(ohl	and	Lewis	 なひひのょ┻	 	 Further	 experimentation	 would	 be	 required	 to	 confirm	 that	 under	 the	experimental	 conditions	 used	 inhibition	 of	 GGTase┽))	 and	 FTase┽dependent	 prenylation	
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had	 been	 achieved┸	 for	 example	 using	 Rab	 and	 Ras	 family	 members	 as	 specific	 target	proteins	of	GGTase┽))	and	FTase	respectively	ゅLerner	et	al┻	なひひのa┹	Zhang	and	Casey	なひひはょ┻	(owever┸	given	the	experimental	conditions	are	 those	previously	shown	to	disrupt	 these	enzymes	in	vitro┸	it	is	probable	that	this	has	been	achieved	in	the	current	study┻		The	evidence	here	supports	the	hypothesis	that	inhibition	of	prenylation	by	statins	is	not	causative	of	 the	 toxicity	 seen	 in	muscle	and	 liver	 cells┻	(owever┸	 it	 cannot	be	discounted	that	 there	 is	 a	 higher┽order	 interaction	occurring	between	different	 cell┽types	 or	 organs┸	meaning	that	in	vitro┽in	vivo	extrapolation	is	compromised┻	To	examine	such	a	possibility	would	 require	 animal	 experimentation┸	 and	 the	 data	 provided	 herein	 supports	 such	 a	course	 of	 action┻	 Presuming	 that	 inhibition	 of	 prenylation	 and	 toxicity	 are	 causally	disassociated┸	it	is	interesting	to	speculate	on	alternate	mechanisms┻	As	previously	stated┸	the	 alternative	 metabolic	 endpoints	 from	 the	 mevalonate	 pathway	 are	 the	 formation	 of	isoprenoids┸	ubquinone	and	dolichol┻	Given	 that	mevalonate	 can	 rescue	cells	 from	statin┽mediated	 toxicity┸	 it	 is	 logical	 to	 hypothesise	 that	 one	 of	 the	 alternate	metabolic	 fates	 is	central	to	the	observed	toxicity┻	Evidence	exists	to	support	both	disruption	of	ubiquinone	ゅMarcoff	and	Thompson	にどどばょ	and	dolichol┽mediated	N┽linked	glycosylation	ゅMullen	et	al┻	にどなど┹	Siddals	et	al┻	にどどねょ┻	At	present	these	areas	have	been	poorly	examined	compared	to	prenylation┸	 and	 should	 not	 be	more	 fully	 explored┻	 Together┸	 these	 data	 are	 consistent	with	the	conclusion	that	statin┽mediated	inhibition	of	prenyltransferases	is	not	responsible	for	the	observed	toxicity	of	statins┻		
5. Conclusion	)n	the	present	study	we	have	carried	out	a	comprehensive	comparison	of	statin	effects	in	two	 cell	 lines┸	 representing	 liver	 and	muscle	 phenotypes┻	Our	data	 show	 that	 statins	 are	
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more	 potent	 toxins	 towards	 muscle	 compared	 to	 liver	 cell	 phenotypes┸	 and	 that	 this	 is	likely	to	be	a	consequence	of	reduced	capacity	in	the	mevalonate	pathway	in	this	cell	type┻	)n	 addition┸	we	 provide	 strong	 evidence	 to	 counter	 the	 assumption	 that	 statin┽mediated	inhibition	 of	 prenylation	 is	 responsible	 for	 the	 observed	 toxicity┻	 )n	 vivo	 analysis	 should	now	be	undertaken	to	confirm	these	findings	in	a	whole	animal	setting┻	
	




Al┽Salman┸	F┻	and	Plant┸	N┻	にどなに┻	Non┽coplanar	polychlorinated	biphenyls	ゅPCBsょ	are	direct	agonists	 for	 the	 human	 pregnane┽X	 receptor	 and	 constitutive	 androstane	 receptor┸	 and	activate	 target	 gene	 expression	 in	 a	 tissue┽specific	 manner┻	 Toxicology	 And	 Applied	Pharmacology	にはぬ┸	ば┽なぬ┻	Arora┸	 R┻┸	 Liebo┸	M┻	 and	Maldonado┸	 F┻	 にどどは┻	 Statin┽induced	myopathy┺	 The	 two	 faces	 of	Janus┻	J┻	Cardiovasc┻	Pharmacol┻	Ther┻	なな┸	などの┽ななに┻	Bader┸	T┻	にどなに┻	Yes┿	Statins	can	be	given	to	liver	patients┻	J┻	(epatol┻	のは┸	ぬどの┽ぬどば┻	Bjorkhem┽Bergman┸	 L┻┸	 Lindh┸	 J┻D┻	 and	 Bergman┸	 P┻	 にどなな┻	 What	 is	 a	 relevant	 statin	concentration	 in	 cell	 experiments	 claiming	 pleiotropic	 effects╂	 British	 Journal	 of	 Clinical	Pharmacology	ばに┸	なはね┽なはの┻	Bjornsson┸	E┻┸	Jacobsen┸	E┻)┻	and	Kalaitzakis┸	E┻	にどなに┻	(epatotoxicity	associated	with	statins┺	Reports	of	idiosyncratic	liver	injury	post┽marketing┻	J┻	(epatol┻	のは┸	ぬばね┽ぬぱど┻	Blanco┽Colio┸	 L┻M┻┸	 Villa┸	 A┻┸	 Ortego┸	 M┻┸	 (ernandez┽Presa┸	 M┻A┻┸	 Pascual┸	 A┻┸	 Plaza┸	 J┻J┻	 and	Egido┸	J┻	にどどに┻	ぬ┽(ydroxy┽ぬ┽methyl┽glutaryl	coenzyme	A	reductase	inhibitors┸	atorvastatin	and	 simvastatin┸	 induce	 apoptosis	 of	 vascular	 smooth	muscle	 cells	 by	 downregulation	 of	Bcl┽に	expression	and	Rho	A	prenylation┻	Atherosclerosis	なはな┸	なば┽には┻	Cui┸	Y┻(┻┸	Konig┸	J┻┸	Nies┸	A┻T┻┸	Pfannschmidt┸	M┻┸	(ergt┸	M┻┸	Franke┸	W┻W┻┸	Alt┸	W┻┸	Moll┸	R┻	and	Keppler┸	D┻	にどどぬ┻	Detection	of	 the	human	organic	anion	transporters	SLUM	ゅOATPにょ	and	SLCになAぱ	ゅOATPぱょ	in	liver	and	hepatocellular	carcinoma┻	Laboratory	)nvestigation	ぱぬ┸	のにば┽のぬぱ┻	Elphick┸	L┻M┻┸	Pawolleck┸	N┻┸	Guschina┸	)┻A┻┸	Chaieb┸	L┻┸	Eikel┸	D┻┸	Nau┸	(┻┸	(arwood┸	J┻L┻┸	Plant┸	N┻J┻	and	Williams┸	R┻S┻B┻	にどなに┻	Conserved	valproic┽acid┽induced	 lipid	droplet	 formation	 in	
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Dictyostelium	 and	 human	 hepatocytes	 identifies	 structurally	 active	 compounds┻	 Disease	Models	┃	Mechanisms	の┸	にぬな┽にねど┻	Goldstein┸	J┻L┻	and	Brown┸	M┻S┻	なひひど┻	Regulation	Of	The	Mevalonate	Pathway┻	Nature	ぬねぬ┸	ねにの┽ねぬど┻	Graham┸	D┻J┻┸	Staffa┸	J┻A┻┸	Shatin┸	D┻┸	Andrade┸	S┻E┻┸	Schech┸	S┻D┻┸	La	Grenade┸	L┻┸	Gurwitz┸	J┻(┻┸	Chan┸	K┻A┻┸	Goodman┸	M┻J┻	and	Platt┸	R┻	にどどね┻	 )ncidence	of	hospitalized	rhabdomyolysis	 in	patients	 treated	with	 lipid┽lowering	 drugs┻	 Journal	 Of	 The	American	Medical	 Association	にひに┸	にのぱの┽にのひど┻	Guijarro┸	C┻┸	Blanco┽Colio┸	L┻M┻┸	Ortego┸	M┻┸	Alonso┸	C┻┸	Ortiz┸	A┻┸	Plaza┸	J┻J┻┸	Diaz┸	C┻┸	(ernandez┸	G┻	 and	 Egido┸	 J┻	 なひひぱ┻	 ぬ┽(ydroxy┽ぬ┽methylglutaryl	 coenzyme	 a	 reductase	 and	isoprenylation	 inhibitors	 induce	 apoptosis	 of	 vascular	 smooth	 muscle	 cells	 in	 culture┻	Circulation	Research	ぱぬ┸	ねひど┽のどど┻	(ohl┸	R┻J┻	 and	Lewis┸	K┻	 なひひの┻	Differential	 effects	of	monoterpenes	and	 lovastatin	on	RAS	processing┻	J┻	Biol┻	Chem┻	にばど┸	なばのどぱ┽なばのなに┻	(owe┸	K┻┸	Sanat┸	F┻┸	Thumser┸	A┻E┻┸	Coleman┸	T┻	and	Plant┸	N┻	にどなな┻	The	statin	class	of	(MG┽CoA	reductase	inhibitors	demonstrate	differential	activation	of	the	nuclear	receptors	PXR┸	CAR	and	FXR┸	as	well	as	their	downstream	target	genes┻	Xenobiotica	ねな┸	のなひ┽のにひ┻	)stvan┸	E┻S┻	and	Deisenhofer┸	J┻	にどどな┻	Structural	mechanism	for	statin	inhibition	of	(MG┽CoA	reductase┻	Science	にひに┸	ななはど┽ななはね┻	)tagaki┸	 M┻┸	 Takaguri┸	 A┻┸	 Kano┸	 S┻┸	 Kaneta┸	 S┻┸	 )chihara┸	 K┻	 and	 Satoh┸	 K┻	 にどどひ┻	 Possible	mechanisms	underlying	statin┽induced	skeletal	muscle	toxicity	in	Lは	fibroblasts	and	in	rats┻	Journal	of	Pharmacological	Science	などひ┸	ひね┽などな┻	
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Johnson┸	 T┻E┻┸	 Zhang┸	 X┻(┻┸	 Bleicher┸	 K┻B┻┸	 Dysart┸	 G┻┸	 Loughlin┸	 A┻F┻┸	 Schaefer┸	 W┻(┻	 and	Umbenhauer┸	D┻R┻	 にどどね┻	 Statins	 induce	 apoptosis	 in	 rat	 and	human	myotube	 cultures	by	inhibiting	protein	geranylgeranylation	but	not	ubiquinone┻	Toxicol┻	Appl┻	Pharmacol┻	にどど┸	にぬば┽にのど┻	Joshi┸	 (┻N┻┸	 Fakes┸	 M┻G┻	 and	 Serajuddin┸	 A┻M┻	 なひひひ┻	 Differentiation	 of	 ぬ┽(ydroxy┽ぬ┽methylglutaryl┽coenzyme	 A	 Reductase	 )nhibitors	 by	 Their	 Relative	 Lipophilicity┻	 Pharm┻	Pharmacol┻	Commun┻	の┸	にはひ┽にばな┻	Knudsen┸	E┻S┻┸	Pazzagli┸	C┻┸	Born┸	T┻L┻┸	Bertolaet┸	B┻L┻┸	Knudsen┸	K┻E┻┸	Arden┸	K┻C┻┸	(enry┸	R┻R┻	and	 Feramisco┸	 J┻R┻	 なひひぱ┻	 Elevated	 cyclins	 and	 cyclin┽dependent	 kinase	 activity	 in	 the	rhabdomyosarcoma	cell	line	RDな┻	Cancer	Research	のぱ┸	にどねに┽にどねひ┻	Kolodkin┸	A┻┸	Sahin┸	N┻┸	Phillips┸	A┻┸	(ood┸	S┻R┻┸	Bruggeman┸	F┻J┻┸	Westerhoff┸	(┻V┻	and	Plant┸	N┻	にどなぬ┻	 Optimization	 of	 stress	 response	 through	 the	 nuclear	 receptor┽mediated	 cortisol	signalling	network┻	Nature	Communications	ね┸	なひばに┻	Kolodkin┸	 A┻N┻┸	 Bruggeman┸	 F┻J┻┸	 Plant┸	 N┻┸	 Mone┸	 M┻J┻┸	 Bakker┸	 B┻M┻┸	 Campbell┸	 M┻J┻┸	 van	Leeuwen┸	J┻┸	Carlberg┸	C┻┸	Snoep┸	J┻L┻	and	Westerhoff┸	(┻V┻	にどなど┻	Design	principles	of	nuclear	receptor	 signaling┺	 how	 complex	 networking	 improves	 signal	 transduction┻	 Molecular	Systems	Biology	は┻	Lerner┸	E┻C┻┸	Qian┸	Y┻M┻┸	Blaskovich┸	M┻A┻┸	Fossum┸	R┻D┻┸	Vogt┸	A┻┸	Sun┸	J┻Z┻┸	Cox┸	A┻D┻┸	Der┸	C┻J┻┸	(amilton┸	A┻D┻	and	Sebti┸	S┻M┻	なひひのa┻	Ras	CAAX	Peptidomimetic	Fti┽にばば	Selectively	Blocks	Oncogenic	 Ras	 Signaling	 by	 )nducing	 Cytoplasmic	 Accumulation	 of	 )nactive	 Ras┽Raf	Complexes┻	J┻	Biol┻	Chem┻	にばど┸	にはぱどに┽にはぱどは┻	Lerner┸	E┻C┻┸	Qian┸	Y┻M┻┸	Blaskovich┸	M┻A┻┸	Fossum┸	R┻D┻┸	Vogt┸	A┻┸	Sun┸	J┻Z┻┸	Cox┸	A┻D┻┸	Der┸	C┻J┻┸	(amilton┸	A┻D┻	and	Sebti┸	S┻M┻	なひひのb┻	RAS	CAAX	peptidomimetic	FT)┽にばば	selectively	blocks	
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oncogenic	 RAS	 signalling	 by	 inducing	 cytoplasmic	 accumulation	 of	 inactiveRAS┽RAF	complexes┻	J┻	Biol┻	Chem┻	にばど┸	にはぱどに┽にはぱどは┻	Lin┸	 J┻┸	 Schyschka┸	L┻┸	Muhl┽Benninghaus┸	R┻┸	Neumann┸	 J┻┸	(ao┸	L┻P┻┸	Nussler┸	N┻┸	Dooley┸	 S┻┸	Liu┸	L┻G┻┸	Stockle┸	U┻┸	Nussler┸	A┻K┻	and	Ehnert┸	S┻	にどなに┻	Comparative	analysis	of	phase	)	and	))	enzyme	activities	in	の	hepatic	cell	lines	identifies	(uh┽ば	and	(CC┽T	cells	with	the	highest	potential	to	study	drug	metabolism┻	Archives	Of	Toxicology	ぱは┸	ぱば┽ひの┻	Lowry┸	O┻(┻┸	Rosebrough┸	N┻J┻┸	Farr┸	A┻L┻	and	Randall┸	R┻J┻	なひのな┻	Protein	measurement	with	the	Folin	phenol	reagent┻	J┻	Biol┻	Chem┻	なひぬ┸	にはの┽にばの┻	Marcoff┸	 L┻	 and	 Thompson┸	 P┻D┻	 にどどば┻	 The	 role	 of	 coenzyme	 Qなど	 in	 statin┽associated	myopathy┺	 a	 systematic	 review┻	 Journal	 of	 the	 American	 College	 of	 Cardiology	 ねひ┸	 ににぬな┽ににぬば┻	Matzno┸	S┻┸	Yasuda┸	S┻┸	 Juman┸	S┻┸	Yamamoto┸	Y┻┸	Nagareya┽)shida┸	N┻┸	Tazuya┽Murayama┸	K┻┸	Nakabayashi┸	T┻	and	Matsuyama┸	K┻	にどどの┻	Statin┽induced	apoptosis	linked	with	membrane	farnesylated	Ras	small	G	protein	depletion┸	rather	than	geranylated	Rho	protein┻	Journal	of	Pharmacy	and	Pharmacology	のば┸	なねばの┽なねぱね┻	McAllister┸	M┻D┻┸	Melnyk┸	J┻┸	Finklest┸	J┻Z┻┸	Adams┸	E┻C┻	and	Gardner┸	M┻B┻	なひはひ┻	Cultivation	)n	Vitro	Of	Cells	Derived	From	A	(uman	Rhabdomyosarcoma┻	Cancer	にね┸	のにど┽┃┻	McTaggart┸	S┻J┻	にどどは┻	)soprenylated	proteins┻	Cellular	And	Molecular	Life	Sciences	はぬ┸	にのの┽にはば┻	Morck┸	C┻┸	Olsen┸	L┻┸	Kurth┸	C┻┸	Persson┸	A┻┸	Storm┸	N┻J┻┸	Svensson┸	E┻┸	 Jansson┸	J┻┽O┻┸	(ellqvist┸	M┻┸	 Enejder┸	 A┻┸	 Faergeman┸	N┻J┻	 and	Pilon┸	M┻	 にどどひ┻	 Statins	 inhibit	 protein	 lipidation	 and	induce	 the	 unfolded	 protein	 response	 in	 the	 non┽sterol	 producing	 nematode	
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Caenorhabditis	elegans┻	Proceedings	Of	The	National	Academy	Of	Sciences	Of	The	United	States	Of	America	などは┸	なぱにぱの┽なぱにひど┻	Mullen┸	 P┻J┻┸	 Lüscher┸	 B┻┸	 Scharnagl┸	 (┻┸	 Krähenbühl┸	 S┻	 and	 Brecht┸	 K┻	 にどなど┻	 Effect	 of	simvastatin	 on	 cholesterol	 metabolism	 in	 CにCなに	 myotubes	 and	 (epGに	 cells┸	 and	consequences	for	statin┽induced	myopathy┻	Biochem┻	Pharmacol┻	ばひ┸	なにどど┽なにどひ┻	Mullen┸	P┻J┻┸	Zahno┸	A┻┸	Lindinger┸	P┻┸	Maseneni┸	S┻┸	Felser┸	A┻┸	Krahenbuhl┸	S┻	and	Brecht┸	K┻	にどなな┻	Susceptibility	to	simvastatin┽induced	toxicity	is	partly	determined	by	mitochondrial	respiration	and	phosphorylation	state	of	Akt┻	Biochimica	Et	Biophysica	Acta┽Molecular	Cell	Research	なぱなぬ┸	にどばひ┽にどぱば┻	Nakabayashi┸	 (┻┸	 Taketa┸	 K┻┸	 Miyano┸	 K┻┸	 Yamane┸	 T┻	 and	 Sato┸	 J┻	 なひぱに┻	 Growth	 of	 human	hepatoma	 cells	 lines	with	 differentiated	 functions	 in	 chemically	 defined	medium┻	 Cancer	Research	ねに┸	ぬぱのぱ┽ぬぱはぬ┻	Nishimoto┸	T┻┸	)shikawa┸	E┻┸	Anayama┸	(┻┸	(amajyo┸	(┻┸	Nagai┸	(┻┸	(irakata┸	M┻	and	Tozawa┸	R┻	にどどば┻	Protective	effects	of	a	squalene	synthase	inhibitor┸	lapaquistat	acetate	ゅTAK┽ねばのょ┸	on	statin┽induced	myotoxicity	in	guinea	pigs┻	Toxicology	And	Applied	Pharmacology	ににぬ┸	ぬひ┽ねの┻	Nishimoto┸	T┻┸	Tozawa┸	R┻┸	Amano┸	Y┻┸	Wada┸	T┻┸	)mura┸	Y┻	and	Sugiyama┸	Y┻	にどどぬ┻	Comparing	myotoxic	effects	of	squalene	synthase	inhibitor┸	T┽ひなねぱの┸	and	ぬ┽hydroxy┽ぬ┽methylglutaryl	coenzyme	A	ゅ(MG┽CoAょ	reductase	inhibitors	in	human	myocytes┻	Biochem┻	Pharmacol┻	はは┸	になぬぬ┽になぬひ┻	Obaidat┸	 A┻┸	 Roth┸	 M┻	 and	 (agenbuch┸	 B┻	 にどなに┻	 The	 Expression	 and	 Function	 of	 Organic	Anion	 Transporting	 Polypeptides	 in	 Normal	 Tissues	 and	 in	 Cancer┻	 Annual	 Review	 of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology┸	pp┻	なぬの┽なのな┻	
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Park┸	(┻S┻┸	Schoenfeld┸	J┻D┻┸	Mailhot┸	R┻B┻┸	Shive┸	M┻┸	(artman┸	R┻)┻┸	Ogembo┸	R┻	and	Mucci┸	L┻A┻	にどなぬ┻	 Statins	 and	 prostate	 cancer	 recurrence	 following	 radical	 prostatectomy	 or	radiotherapy┺	a	systematic	review	and	meta┽analysis┻	Annals	of	oncology	┺	official	journal	of	the	European	Society	for	Medical	Oncology	【	ESMO	にね┸	なねにば┽なねぬね┻	Plant┸	K┻E┻┸	Anderson┸	E┻┸	Simecek┸	N┻┸	Brown┸	R┻┸	Forster┸	S┻┸	Spinks┸	J┻┸	Toms┸	N┻┸	Gibson┸	G┻G┻┸	Lyon┸	 J┻	 and	 Plant┸	 N┻	 にどどひ┻	 The	 neuroprotective	 action	 of	 the	 mood	 stabilizing	 drugs	lithium	 chloride	 and	 sodium	 valproate	 is	 mediated	 through	 the	 up┽regulation	 of	 the	homeodomain	protein	Sixな┻	Toxicology	And	Applied	Pharmacology	にぬの┸	なにね┽なぬね┻	Plant┸	N┻	にどどね┻	Strategies	for	using	in	vitro	screens	in	drug	metabolism┻	Drug	Discov┻	Today	ひ┸	ぬにぱ┽ぬぬは┻	Plant┸	 N┻	 にどどば┻	 The	 human	 cytochrome	 Pねのど	 ぬA	 sub┽family┺	 transcriptional	 regulation┸	inter┽individual	 variation	 and	 interaction	 networks┻	 Biochim┻	 et	 Biophys┻	 Acta	 ┽	 Gen┻	Subjects	なばばど┸	ねばぱ┽ねぱぱ┻	┻	Pradelli┸	D┻┸	Soranna┸	D┻┸	Scotti┸	L┻┸	Zambon┸	A┻┸	Catapano┸	A┻L┻┸	Mancia┸	G┻┸	La	Vecchia┸	C┻	and	Corrao┸	G┻	にどなぬ┻	Statins	and	primary	liver	cancer┺	a	meta┽analysis	of	observational	studies┻	European	Journal	of	Cancer	Prevention	にに┸	ににひ┽にぬね┻	Qian┸	Y┻M┻┸	Vogt┸	A┻┸	Vasudevan┸	A┻┸	Sebti┸	S┻M┻	and	(amilton┸	A┻D┻	なひひぱ┻	Selective	inhibition	of	 type┽)	geranylgeranyltransferase	 in	vitro	and	 in	whole	cells	by	CAAL	peptidomimetics┻	Bioorganic	┃	Medicinal	Chemistry	は┸	にひぬ┽にひひ┻	Rauthan┸	 M┻┸	 Ranji┸	 P┻┸	 Pradenas┸	 N┻A┻┸	 Pitot┸	 C┻	 and	 Pilon┸	 M┻	 にどなぬ┻	 The	 mitochondrial	unfolded	 protein	 response	 activator	 ATFS┽な	 protects	 cells	 from	 inhibition	 of	 the	mevalonate	 pathway┻	 Proceedings	 Of	 The	 National	 Academy	 Of	 Sciences	 Of	 The	 United	States	Of	America	ななど┸	のひぱな┽のひぱは┻	
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Rodrigues┸	 A┻C┻┸	 Curi┸	 R┻┸	 Genvigir┸	 F┻D┻V┻┸	 (irata┸	 M┻(┻	 and	 (irata┸	 R┻D┻C┻	 にどどひ┻	 The	expression	of	efflux	and	uptake	transporters	are	regulated	by	statins	in	Caco┽に	and	(epGに	cells┻	Acta	Pharmacologica	Sinica	ぬど┸	ひのは┽ひはね┻	Rossi┸	 S┻┸	 Stoppani┸	 E┻┸	 Puri┸	 P┻L┻	 and	 Fanzani┸	 A┻	 にどなど┻	 Differentiation	 of	 human	rhabdomyosarcoma	 RD	 cells	 is	 regulated	 by	 reciprocal┸	 functional	 interactions	 between	myostatin┸	pぬぱ	and	extracellular	regulated	kinase	signalling	pathways┻	European	Journal	Of	Cancer	ねば┸	などひの┽ななどの┻	Sakamoto┸	K┻┸	(onda┸	T┻┸	Yokoya┸	S┻┸	Waguri┸	S┻	and	Kimura┸	J┻	にどどば┻	Rab┽small	GTPases	are	involved	in	fluvastatin	and	pravastatin┽induced	vacuolation	in	rat	skeletal	myofibers┻	Faseb	Journal	にな┸	ねどぱば┽ねどひね┻	Sakamoto┸	 K┻┸	Wada┸	 )┻	 and	 Kimura┸	 J┻	 にどなな┻	 )nhibition	 of	 Rabな	 GTPase	 and	 Endoplasmic	Reticulum┽to┽Golgi	Trafficking	Underlies	Statinｆs	Toxicity	in	Rat	Skeletal	Myofibers┻	Journal	of	Pharmacology	and	Experimental	Therapeutics	ぬぬぱ┸	はに┽はひ┻	Satoh┸	 K┻┸	 )chihara┸	 K┻┸	 Landon┸	 E┻J┻┸	 )nagami┸	 T┻	 and	 Tang┸	 (┻	 にどどな┻	 ぬ┽hydroxy┽ぬ┽methylglutaryl┽CoA	 reductase	 inhibitors	 block	 calcium┽dependent	 tyrosine	 kinase	 Pykに	activation	 by	 angiotensin	 ))	 in	 vascular	 endothelial	 cells	 ┽	 )nvolvement	 of	geranylgeranylation	of	small	G	protein	Rapな┻	J┻	Biol┻	Chem┻	にばは┸	なのばはな┽なのばはば┻	Serajuddin┸	 A┻T┻M┻┸	 Ranadive┸	 S┻A┻	 and	 Mahoney┸	 E┻M┻	 なひひな┻	 Relative	 Lipophilicities┸	Solubilities┸	And	Structure	Pharmacological	Considerations	Of	ぬ┽(ydroxy┽ぬ┽Methylglutaryl┽Coenzyme┽A	 ゅ(mg┽Coaょ	 Reductase	 )nhibitors	 Pravastatin┸	 Lovastatin┸	 Mevastatin┸	 And	Simvastatin┻	Journal	Of	Pharmaceutical	Sciences	ぱど┸	ぱぬど┽ぱぬね┻	Siddals┸	K┻W┻┸	Marshman┸	E┻┸	Westwood┸	M┻	and	Gibson┸	J┻M┻	にどどね┻	Abrogation	of	insulin┽like	growth	 factor┽)	 ゅ)GF┽)ょ	 and	 insulin	 action	 by	mevalonic	 acid	 depletion┺	 synergy	 between	
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Figure	1:	The	mevalonate	pathway.	Principle	 products	 are	 in	 boxes┻	 Key	 enzymes	 are	shown	 in	 italics┸	 with	 relevant	 inhibitors	 in	 square	 brackets┻	 Multistep	 processes	 ゅfor	instance	 in	 the	production	of	cholesterol	 from	 lanosterolょ	are	 indicated	with	dotted	 lines	and	arrows	
	
Figure	2:	Basal	comparisons	of	Huh7	and	RD	 cells.	Total	 protein	was	 extracted	 from	(uhば┸	 undifferentiated	 RD	 ゅRD┽Uょ	 or	 differentiated	 RD	 ゅRD┽Dょ┻	 Specific	 proteins	 were	detected	 immunologically	 using	 antibodies	 and	 conditions	 as	 given	 in	 the	 methods┻	 A	representative	 blot	 is	 shown	 in	 ゅAょ┸	 with	 quantitation	 of	 triplicate	 independent	 repeats	provided	in	ゅBょ┻	Error	bars	サ	S┻E┻M	and	こここサpジど┻どどな	for	indicated	comparison┻		
Figure	3:	 Liver	 and	muscle	 cell	 lines	 show	differential	 sensitivity	 to	 statins.	(uhば┸	undifferentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Uょ	or	differentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Dょ	were	exposed	for	ねぱ	h	with	statins	or	appropriate	vehicle	controls	ゅど┻なガ	DMSO	or	medium	aloneょ┻	Cell	viability	was	measured	by	 MTT	 assay	 and	 is	 expressed	 as	 a	 percentage	 of	 vehicle	 control┻	 Each	 data	 point	represents	the	mean	of	three	independent	experiments┻	Error	bars	represent	the	standard	error	of	the	mean	ゅSEMょ┻	Circular	data	points	with	solid	 lines	サ	(uhば┹	square	data	points	with	hatched	lines	サ	RD┽U┹	diamond	data	points	with	dotted	lines	サ	RD┽D		
Figure	4:	Effect	of	statin	treatment	on	Rap1A	prenylation.	Total	protein	was	extracted	from	(uhば┸	undifferentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Uょ	or	differentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Dょ	exposed	for	ねぱ	hours	to	 statin	 ゅなど	ヅM	 for	 simva┽	 and	pravastatin┸	 or	な	ヅM	 cerivastatinょ┸	 vehicle	 control	 ゅど┻なガ	
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DMSO	or	serum	free	mediumょ	or	mevalonate	ゅなどど	ヅMょ	plus	statin┻	Protein	was	analysed	by	Western	 blotting	 using	 antibodies	 against	 the	 unprenylated	 form	 of	 RapなA┸	 total	 RapなA	protein	 	 and	が┽actin	 as	 a	 loading	 control┻	A	 representative	blot	 is	 shown	 in	 ゅAょ┸	with	 the	prenylated┺total	RAPなA	ratio	from	three	independent	repeats	provided	in	ゅBょ┻	Error	bars	サ	S┻E┻M┸	and	こここサpジど┻どどな	for	indicated	comparison┻			
Figure	 5:	 Sensitivity	 of	 Rap1A	 prenylation	 to	 HMGCR	 inhibition	 varies	 between	
statins	and	cell	lines.	Total	protein	was	extracted	from	(uhば┸	undifferentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Uょ	or	differentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Dょ	cells┸	following	treatment	for	ねぱ	h	with	varying	concentrations	of	simvastatin	ゅleft	panelsょ	or	cerivastatin	ゅright	panelsょ┻	Protein	was	analysed	by	Western	blotting	using	antibodies	 to	 the	unprenylated	 form	of	RapなA┸	 total	RapなA	protein	and	が┽actin	as	a	 loading	control┻	A	representative	blot	is	shown	in	ゅAょ┸	with	the	prenylated┺total	RAPなA	 ratio	 from	 three	 independent	 repeats	 provided	 in	 ゅBょ┻	 Error	 bars	 サ	 S┻E┻M┸	 and	こサpジど┻どの┸	ここサpジど┻どな┸	こここサpジど┻どどな	versus	vehicle	control┻		
Figure	6:	Prenyltransferase	 inhibitors	do	not	 impact	on	 cell	 viability.	Total	 protein	was	extracted	from	(uhば┸	undifferentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Uょ	or	differentiated	RD	ゅRD┽Dょ	exposed	for	ばにh	to	the	GGTase┽)	inhibitor	GGT)┽になぬぬ┻	GGTase┽)	mediated	prenylation	was	assessed	by	Western	 blotting	 using	 antibodies	 against	 RapなA	 ゅunprenylatedょ┸	 total	 RapなA	 and	 が┽actin	 ┻	A	 representative	blot	 is	 shown	 in	 ゅAょ┸	with	 the	prenylated┺total	RAPなA	 ratio	 from	three	 independent	 repeats	provided	 in	 ゅBょ┻	Cell	viability	was	assessed	by	MTT	assay	 ゅCょ┸	and	morphological	changes	assessed	by	light	microscopy	at	ねどどx	magnification	ゅDょ┻	Finally┸	
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